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REWRITE APP CHANGES 
 
Each month, the Association distributes rewrite applications for an upcoming 
month.  The packet contains two copies of each rewrite application. 
 
The first copy shows the gross premium.  The second copy breaks out the 
commission  and the net amount due to the Association. 
 
Starting With The January 2009 Rewrite Applications . . . The Association will 
only mail the first set showing the gross premium.  The net premium due the 
Association copy will not be sent. 
 
Please remember that you can process rewrite apps online by using 
www.scwind.com. 
 
Why are you changing this? 
 
The Association now has over 45,000 policies.  The rewrite applications are two 
sided and printed in color.  This requires over 90,000 impressions to print one set 
during the year.  By printing two sets, the number goes to over 180,000 
impressions during the year. 
 
It has become a slow, time consuming process that is very expensive. 
 
In addition, over 85% of the rewrite applications received by the Association are 
eRewrites.  Producers are not using the paper applications. 
 
Why print the rewrite applications? 
 
Some agencies have the insured sign the application every year.  They have 
asked us to continue to send the rewrite applications. 
 
 



How do we access our policies online? 
 
Start by going to www.scwind.com and click on “Producer Login.”  If you do not 
have a sign-on, follow the simple steps to receive one.  This will make a number 
of eFeatures available that will be extremely beneficial to you, your agency, and 
your client. 
 
 
 
Can I view a listing of my expiring policies? 
 
Yes.  In addition, there is a print function which allows you to generate a list of 
your policies.  Policies are available for rewrite 90 days into the future and 7 days 
past expiration.  Policies which do not fall within these time frames are not 
available for rewrite. 
 

 
Have You Tried ePay? 

  


